
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_____________________________________ their homage and worship
to the Divinity?
1.

(what motives/men/can/offer/?)
What motives can men have to offer

On Eden you _______________________ anything.2. (past/not/prove)didn't have to prove

Now I _____________________ it back.3. (shall/take)shall have to take

________________________________________________ potatoes
with?
4.

(how many teeth/a poor farmer/must/eat/?)
How many teeth must a poor farmer have to eat

If they didn't, _________________________________________________
about?
5.

(what/the editorial writers/could/write/?)
what could the editorial writers have to write

__________________________________?6. (what/an employe/do/?)What does an employe have to do

She __________________ long; there was but one poem.7. (past/not/look)had not to look

________________________________________ her life digging in the
ground when a señor like yourself pays attention to her?
8.

(why/my sister/should/wear out/?)

Why should my sister have to wear out

It ____________________ every minute.9. (passive/guard)has to be guarded

People _____________________ decisions any more, you know.10.
(not/make)

don't have to make

You ______________ it to believe it.11. (see)have to see

You ____________________ into a hospital, nor even to bed.12. (not/go)do not have to go

____________________________________ humiliation after
humiliation?
13.

(why/I/must/always/undergo/?)
Why must I always have to undergo

Geniuses _____________________-they know it all without reading.14.
(not/read)

don't have to read

Gavin _________________ himself the question.15. (past/not/ask)had not to ask
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We _________________ with theories, but with implacable facts.16.
(not/do)

have not to do

___________________________________________ much for little; to
wear their lives away grinding out profits for the masters of their bread, of
their very lives?

17.

(the workers/would/not/still/give/?)

Would not the workers still have to give

The more jokes we hear the bigger stock we ___________________.18.
(not/tell)

have not to tell

And, even then,
______________________________________________!
19.

(with what obstacles/they/contend/?)
with what obstacles do they have to contend

We ____________________ any slow growing elaboration of opinion.20.
(not/trace)

have not to trace
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